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University secrets of permanent weight-loss made Kari

151 LBS SLIMMER!
Dentists’ surprise tricks
will help you

LIVE 13 YEARS
LONGER!

DROP 20 LBS
A MONTH
just by changing
your plate!

Sweeten
someone’s
day!
Shortcut-easy
treats from
cookie dough!

YOUNGER-LOOKING
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!
Reverse sun damage with red wine!
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END LONELINESS! Quickest
make new friends!
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Spices that
WORK LIKE
MEDICINE!

✓ Kill precancerous
tumors!
✓ Cut diabetes risk!
✓ Lower cholesterol
and blood pressure!
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University secrets of permanent weight-loss made Kari

Steal Kari’s tricks—and get slim!

151 LBS SLIMMER!
F

Kari Ianuale didn’t follow a set diet to lose
151 pounds. Instead she stuck to some
simple secrets that made it easier for her to
eat sensible portions of healthy food most of
the time. To follow her lead, start by using
a special divided plate/bowl (like the one
pictured, below) or simply begin serving
yourself on eight-inch salad plates and small
ramekins instead of traditional dinner plates
and cereal bowls. When choosing what to
eat, use common sense (Kari aimed to make

Discover how you can drop 20 lbs a month—just by changing your plate!

or years, Traci Mann, Ph.D., con- smaller bowls and plates felt 100% content with
ducted one study after another that 30% less food. Kari realized this on her own and
confirmed traditional diets eat away tried it. She bought downsized bowls, including a
at our willpower, making it harder favorite that “had a smaller compartment for proto cut back as time goes on—and tein and grains, and bigger compartment for vegvery difficult to keep weight off for gies,” she says. “It always seemed like a lot of food
good. So when she got a chance to open her own to me. And I never had to measure anything—I
University of Minnesota lab, she began
just filled the compartments!”
testing strategies that didn’t rely on
Fact! York ● Be “lazy” to eat less! “It’s human
willpower. She set up studies in cafnature to do what requires the least
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eterias, state fairs, even the Intero
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“There are simple changes that
sual
emp
ries than u
How tiny an obstacle is that for
can help people eat less without
fewer calo en weeks!
such a significant result?” The main
in sev
even having to try. Small changes
obstacle Kari created for herself
that can lead to big effects.”
was keeping junk out of her house.
Kari Ianuale, 38, is living proof.
“My husband and I used to split pizzas and
Though Kari never met Mann or
half gallons of ice cream,” she recalls. “Now
read about her work, the Pennsylvania conwe go out for restaurant meals or ice cream
struction coordinator happened to hit on a
once a week. I feel indulged without the drive
number of the same strategies proven most
effective in Mann’s lab. Without ever counting a to eat until I’m sick!”
single calorie or measuring a single portion, Kari ● Watch the right TV! Mann’s research demonhas shed 151 pounds. “I never dreamed I could be strates that simply being exposed to people who
this small!” she marvels. Mann is also wowed. make healthy choices prompts us to make more
“Even with all the research, it’s still amazing to see of them ourselves. Kari found a unique way to inhow well these strategies can work in real life!”
crease her exposure: binge-watching The Biggest
Loser! “I had felt too ashamed to watch it at 300
pounds, sitting on the couch with my spaghetti,”
“We’re most likely to succeed at weight loss—or she admits. “But once I was on a better track, I
any goal—if we make little changes so that self checked it out—and it was so inspiring!”
control isn’t needed,” says Mann. Prime examples:
● Try comfort food’s alternative! “I had to do
● “Pre-shrink” portions! “The more food we one study four times to believe it. We tested evhave available to us, the more we eat,” Mann says. erything—savory, sweet. In some cases, comfort
Why? It’s likely a leftover mind trick that got cave- food proved no more comforting than no food at
women fat for winter. To outsmart it today, “try all!” says Mann. “And guilt associated with overserving yourself from smaller packages or bowls.” eating comfort food often makes us feel worse.”
.”
One study found that getting cookies from small- Mann believes knowing this can help us gravitate
er boxes led people to eat 81% less! Kari, for exam- to more nutritious choices after a stressful day.
ple, aims to buy foods in individual servings when And she notes a far more effective option: Even
possible. Mann also notes you can simply divvy 10 minutes of
up food like cereal and almonds into single serv- exercise
ings as soon as you get home from the store.
“You’ll reduce consumption without
feeling cheated—and that’s
what this is all about!”

Secrets from the eating lab!

● Switch to “magic”
plates and bowls!
Because a portion appears
bigger
on
smaller dinnerware, we
perceive it as
more satisfying. In a famous study,
folks using

has been shown to improve mood and stress!
Kari—who shed up to 20 pounds a month—says
that exercise (she bought a recumbent bike) and
smaller portions of healthier food soon had her
feeling so good, “something clicked. I wasn’t fighting my old habits anymore. I loved my new ones!”
Kari is currently maintaining a weight loss that is,
per Mann’s findings, roughly 75 times greater than
what the average dieter keeps off!

Half her size!

Sample Dinners
CHOOSE ONE DAILY

IT
WORKS!

Pennsylvania reader Kari Ianuale, 38, grew up
matching the portions of her 6'3" dad. “I just got
used to large servings,” she recalls. Already bigger
than her husband when they married, she got
even heavier after a back injury left her almost
completely sedentary. At a size 24, “I was so big, I
would cringe when my husband would introduce
me. He loved me at any size, but I was embarrassed
that he was stuck with me.” And then came the day
her size-24 pants wouldn’t button. “I just kind of
lost it. I got so angry.” Why was it so hard for her?
Why had every diet she
tried failed? To calm herself,
she decided on shopping
therapy. “I went on Craig’s
List. I knew I wasn’t fit
enough to do much, but
I could ride a recumbent
bike—so I bought one!”
She also bought smaller
bowls and a load of
healthy groceries. “I guess
a lot of these ideas were
in the back of my mind
for years. But it’s still kind
of crazy to me how well
they all worked!” says Kari.
By shrinking portions,
keeping junk food out
of the house and adding
BEFORE
exercise, she lost up to
20 pounds a month, 151
pounds in all. “I’m so thrilled!”

Sample Breakfasts
CHOOSE ONE DAILY

OPTION 1
Small compartment: Oatmeal
prepared with milk
Large compartment: Fruit
OPTION 2
Small compartment: Eggs scrambled in
olive oil, half a slice of whole-grain toast
Large compartment: Sautéed veggies

Sample Lunches
CHOOSE ONE DAILY

Eating more veggies is slimming and good for everyone. To increase intake with ease, just
handle them exactly the opposite of how you’d handle fattening foods. Mann suggests . . .
Mann found that at salad bars,
people eat less of the foods they
have to reach the slightest bit
farther to get. Make veggies—like
a bowl of washed baby carrots—
easy to access, and you’ll eat about
three times more!

● Serve lots!

Research confirms
that the more
veggies you have
in front of you, the
more you’ll eat!
More variety
boosts intake, too.

● Take away the competition!

When veggies are the only food in front
of us, we’re more likely to eat them.
So try serving a salad, soup or crudités
before a meal. In one cafeteria study,
36 kids ate broccoli with a meal, but
235 ate broccoli when it was passed
out in cups as they waited in line.

Love the bowl
shown here?
Available for $6
at Zak.com, it’s
similar to a
discontinued
bowl Kari uses
to this day!

OPTION 1
1 ramekin of yogurt-based dip,
unlimited raw veggies on side
OPTION 2
1 ramekin
of trail mix
OPTION 3
1 ramekin
of fruit and
yogurt

OPTION 1
Small compartment: Yogurt, nuts
Large compartment: Fruit, raw veggies
OPTION 2
Tip! e of
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Carry-out option: 1 healthy six-inch
satisfie rtion!
Subway sub, apple slices
smaller po
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OPTION 1
Small compartment: Sliced pork
over sweet potato
Large compartment: Sautéed apple
and cabbage
OPTION 2
Small compartment: Stir-fried shrimp
over brown rice
Large compartment: Stir-fried veggies
OPTION 3
Small compartment: Whole-wheat
pasta and a few small meatballs
Large compartment: Tossed salad
with dressing

Sample Snacks

AFTER

Trick anyone into eating more veggies!

● Make ’em easy to grab!

most meals and snacks using foods with
no ingredient label—like fruit, veggies, oatmeal, chicken, nuts). And take little steps to
make fruit and veggies the easiest option for
you to grab and eat—maybe keeping fruit on
the counter and tasty salad fixings ready to
go on the top shelf of the fridge. What about
snacks? Kari enjoyed them, just making sure
to portion them out in advance. What about
treats? Kari allows herself a cheat day once
a week when she eats anything she likes!
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